The Virtual Paralegal: Empowering Your Practice with the Power of AI

Developed by a team of generative AI experts and Harvard lawyers, MIKE (short for “My Interactive Knowledgeable E-Paralegal”) is a proficient AI-powered paralegal who stands ready to:

- **Language-Review Memoranda.** Use MIKE to meticulously review and refine your firm’s memoranda, ensuring impeccable work product that will impress your clients.

- **Craft and Refine Emails.** Leverage MIKE’s advanced AI capabilities to craft and fine-tune professional, impactful emails.

- **Conduct Legal Research.** Expedite your legal research with MIKE. By swiftly navigating through a vast information landscape, MIKE delivers concise, preliminary responses to any legal research queries, setting the stage for in-depth analysis.*

- **Draft Contracts.** Give MIKE basic prompts and watch as it drafts robust contracts and provides insightful suggestions for revisions and improvements.

- **Mark up Legal Documents.** Use MIKE to mark up a variety of legal documents like confidentiality agreements, following customizable playbooks.

- **Complete Standard Forms.** Entrust MIKE with your standard forms for accurate completion in a fraction of the time it would take your lawyers, significantly boosting your firm’s efficiency.

- **Suggest Clauses.** Amplify your lawyers’ productivity by asking MIKE to propose suitable clauses for your contracts.

- **Manage Documents.** Simplify your document management processes by having MIKE save, retrieve, and locate documents within your document management system.**

- **Extract Information and Generate Reports.** Take advantage of MIKE’s ability to quickly and accurately distill large amounts of information from legal documents and compile comprehensive reports, leveraging its insights for more informed decision-making.

*MIKE’s initial focus is on corporate and capital markets.

**Current APIs cover the Box.com and Scissero document management systems. Additional APIs are under development.
How is **mike** different from other chatbots

- **Focus on Information Security.** As a secure alternative to GPT, which runs on OpenAI’s servers, MIKE provides a level of information security that meets the stringent demands of law firms. Designed with a staunch commitment to information security, it offers flexible deployment options. You can run MIKE in the cloud, with physical separation between customers to preserve data integrity, or on-premises for complete control.

- **Domain-Specific Expertise.** Trained on a diverse array of real-world legal scenarios, MIKE is ready to provide specialized support from day one. Unlike generic chatbots, MIKE is highly domain-specific, integrating seamlessly into your existing legal work environment and enhancing your team’s productivity.

- **Transparency and Trust.** We believe in fostering a trustworthy relationship with our customers. While we won’t share the data used in MIKE’s training, we provide full disclosure on the sources of data that have informed its learning. This transparency allows you to understand the foundation of MIKE’s intelligence.

- **Tailored Learning.** While MIKE is useful out of the box, it can be augmented with your proprietary data, ensuring a custom-tailored performance that aligns with your unique needs. This process is conducted under stringent security measures, with your data privacy as our top priority.

- **Safe and Respectful Interactions.** MIKE is programmed to avoid harmful interactions, aligning with our commitment to maintain a positive and professional digital environment.

---

The team behind **mike**

**Mathias, Chief Executive Officer.**
An established legal tech entrepreneur, Mathias leverages his Harvard Law School background and a decade-long tenure at Sullivan & Cromwell to lead our team. He’s the founder of both WallStreetDocs and Scissero.

**Anna, Chief AI Officer.**
A trained computational linguist, Anna spearheads AI development at Scissero, driving the effectiveness of our large language models.

**Sam, Will & Jon, Legal Domain Experts.**
With experience from top U.S. law firms, Sam, Will, and Jon bring expertise in corporate law, M&A, private equity, antitrust, and capital markets to enhance our AI models.

**Jamie, Chief Technology Officer.**
With 15+ years in software development, Jamie oversees Scissero’s tech architecture and development team, ensuring cutting-edge and optimal performance.

---

Key Benefits of **mike** Your Virtual Paralegal

- **Time-Saver.** Manages tasks such as language review, contract drafting, legal research, and document management, freeing up your legal team.

- **Accuracy & Consistency.** Refines emails and memoranda, drafts contracts, and suggests suitable clauses, maintaining high-quality work.

- **Specialized Expertise.** Trained on diverse legal scenarios for specialized corporate and capital markets support.

- **Secure & Flexible.** Available as a cloud-based service or for on-premises deployment.

- **Transparent & Trustworthy.** List of data sources used for training disclosed.

- **Customizable Learning.** Can be adapted to your proprietary data for a personalized performance.

- **Safe Interactions.** Avoids harmful conversations, fostering a positive and professional environment.

---

Contact Ryan Graham to set up a free demo today:
graham@scissero.com, +44 (0) 7742 827 582